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1 Introduction
1.1 Relative Clauses

• A Relative Clause (RC) is a subordinate clause that modifies a DP

• The modified DP is traditionally referred to as the antecedent or head noun

• RCs that lack an (overt) head noun are often referred to as free relatives

• RCs are typically introduced by either a complementiser or a relative pronoun

• The head noun typically acts as an argument in theMatrix Clause (MC), while the relative pronoun is
an argument of the RC

(1) [MC The tiger [RC who came to tea] ate all the biscuits]

• TheRCcanmodify the theheadnoun indifferentways, yielding semantic types (restrictive, non-restrictive,
maximalising etc.)

• In some languages the semantic type is reflected in the surface form (e.g., that-relatives can’t be non-
restrictive in English), but in other languages there is no formal distinction (e.g., Japanese Andrews,
2007: 207)

1.2 Correlative Clauses
• In a Correlative Clause (CC), the RC is peripheral to the MC

• The head noun typically occurs within the RC, and is resumed by a correlative pronoun in the MC

• Correlatives are amarked relativisation strategy in English, but are an unmarked strategy inmany Indo-
Aryan languages, such as Hindi

(2) [RC jo laṛkī khaṛī hai] [MC vo lambī hai]

jo
rel.nom.sg

laṛkī
girl.nom.sg.f

khaṛī
standing

hai
be.pres.3sg

vo
dem.nom.sg

lambī
tall.nom.sg.f

hai
be.pres.3sg

‘Which girl is standing, she is tall’ = ‘The girl who is standing is tall’
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• They are particularly well-attested in early Indo-European (eIE) languages, e.g., Sanskrit, where they
occur variably in RC-CC and CC-RC word order1

(3) yáyā
rel.ins.sg.f

gā́ḥ
cow.acc.pl.m

ākárāmahe
gather.pres.1pl

sénayā
weapon.ins.sg.f

agne
agni.voc.sg

táva
you.dat.sg

utyā́,
help.ins.sg.m

tāḿ
dem.acc.sg.f

naḥ
us.acc.pl

hinva
spur-on.impv.2sg

magháttaye
bounty.dat.sg.f

‘By which weapon we make the cows our own with your help, O Agni, spur on that [weapon] for the
bounty’ (RV 10.156.2)

(4) imāḿ
dem.acc.sg.f

khanāmi
dig.pres.1sg

óṣadhim
plant.acc.sg.f

vīrúdham
herb.acc.sg.n

bálavattamam
strongest.acc.sg.n

yáyā
rel.ins.sg.f

sapátnīm
co-wife.acc.sg.f

bā́dhate
repel.pres.3sg

‘This plant I root up—amost powerful herb—by which one removes a co-wife’ (RV 10.145.1)

1.3 Early Indo-European Languages

Figure 1: The ‘Pennsylvania’ phylogeny of Indo-European (Ringe et al., 2002).
1NB some authors (e.g., de Vries, 2002) do not consider CC-RCorders to be ‘correlatives’, but simply another formof postnominal

RC. For the purposes of this paper, I consider both orderings to be ‘correlatives’.
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Figure 2: Indo-European branches by date of attestation (Clackson, 2007).

Some basic syntactic features in eIE languages:

• Rich inflectional morphology: inflections for person (3), number (2–3), gender (2–3), case (4–8), mood
(2–6?), tense/aspect (2–7) etc.

• Lack of (overt) determiners

• Rarely a clear distinction between substantive vs. adjectival forms, including in pronouns

• Unmarked SOV word order with extensive pragmatically-motivated movement

• Hyperactive left periphery with head-initial CP (though overt complementisers often absent)

• Pervasively pro-drop

• Very few locality constraints (e.g., no Left Branching Condition), discontinuous constituents

2 Generative Analyses of Relative and Correlative Clauses
RCs have received a lot of treatment in Generative syntax.

2.1 Headed postnominal RCs
There are currently two major competing hypotheses on the formation of postnominal RCs.
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2.1.1 Head Raising Analysis

• First suggested by Brame (1968), Schachter (1973), and Vergnaud (1974), revitalised by Kayne (1994), sup-
ported by Bianchi (1999, 2000), Mahajan (2000), de Vries (2002) inter alia

• Hypothesis: the head noun is base-generatedwithin the RC, together with the relative pronoun (or OP);
both raise to [Spec, CP] within the RC; the head noun is then raised above OP to its surface position

• This is demonstrated below with some refinements according to Bianchi (1999)

(5)
DP

ForceP

Force′

TopP

Top′

I met ti

FinPTop0

DPi

tjD0

who

Force0boy

NPj

D0

the

Strengths of the HRA:

• Can capture reconstruction effects

• Compatible with Linear Correspondence Axiom

• Can account for inverse case attraction

• Can unify postnominal RCs and correlatives

2.1.2 Matching analysis

• First suggested by Lees (1960, 1961) and Chomsky (1964) before losing ground to Head External Analysis
(Chomsky, 1981) and HRA. Revitalised by Sauerland (1998, 2003) and Citko (2001), supported by Salz-
mann (2006, 2017), Douglas (2016) inter alia

• Head noun is generated external to RC, but there is a complex, RC-internal representation of the head
nounwithinRC,which raises to the left periphery (per theHRA)andundergoesdeletion-under-identity

• RC can be either a complement or an adjunct of the head noun: I illustrate the adjunct hypothesis below
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(6)
DP

NP

CP

C′

IP

VP

tiV0

met

I

NP

C

DPi

boy

NPwho

boy

N′

D0

the

Matching

Movement

Advantages of MA:

• Captures anti-reconstruction (and possibly reconstruction Citko, 2001; Salzmann, 2006; Douglas, 2016)

• Captures ‘regular’ case behaviour

• Compatible with LCA (if RC complement of N0)

Manyauthors argue that both theHRAand theMAarenecessary to account for all relativisation structures, and
therefore accept amixed account under which both are permitted (Sauerland, 1998, 2003; Hulsey& Sauerland,
2006; Cinque, 2020)

2.2 Correlative clauses
Once again, two major hypotheses.

2.2.1 Uniform Analysis

• This treats CCs as instances of postnominal RCs being scrambled/fronted to the periphery (either left
or right) of the MC

• The correlativepronoun is accounted for either as a remnant resulting frompartial deletion (Bhatt, 2002,
2003) or as resumption of the usual type associated with dislocation (Cinque, 2020)

(7)
CP

vo (laḍkī) jo laṛkī khaṛī hai lambī hai

IP

vo laḍkī jo laṛkī khaṛī hai

DP
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Advantages of Uniform account:

• It’s uniform: correlatives as a ‘non-exclusive relativisation strategy’ (Cinque, 2013)

• Captures locality & reconstruction effects, e.g. in Hindi (Dayal, 1996; Bhatt, 2003)

• Correlative RCs may be DPs (Cinque, 2020)

2.2.2 Non-Uniform Analysis

• RC is base-generated at the periphery of clause, and adjoined to the MC at either IP, as in Hindi, or CP,
as in, e.g., Slavic languages (Citko, 2009), Dutch (den Dikken, 2009), Sanskrit (Davison, 2009) etc.

• RC cannot be a DP, and must be a CP (de Vries, 2002); this explains the need for a correlative pronoun,
as the RC cannot be an argument of the MC verb

(8)
XP

vo (laṛkī) lambī hai

IP

jo laṛkī khaṛī hai

CP

• Can account for multiple-headed correlative clauses; Uniform analysis cannot

• Can still capture (some) locality effects by adjunction site

• Correlative RCs may be CPs (de Vries, 2002)

• Accounts for case effects: RelP + head noun bear case assigned to them within the RC, not MC

3 Data from eIE languages
Taking four eIE languages as evidence, the following patterns emerge:

• All branches show evidence for correlative clauses

• Latin and Ancient Greek show unambiguous evidence for embedded postnominal (i.e., DP-level) RCs

• Sanskrit and Hittite show ambiguous evidence for DP-level RCs (e.g., existence of free relatives coordi-
nated with DPs), but prefer correlatives

3.1 Examples
From Latin (9–10), Ancient Greek (11–12), Sanskrit (13–14), and Hittite (15–16):
(9) O

O
Libane,
Libanus.voc,

uti
how

miser
sad.nom.sg.m

est
be.pres.3sg

homo
man.nom.sg.m

qui
rel.nom.sg.m

amat
love.pres.3sg

‘O Libanus, howmiserable is a manwho is in love’ (Plaut.Asin.616)
(10) toûto

dem.acc.sg.n
dè
prt

toi
you.dat.sg

eréō
tell.fut.1sg

hó
rel.acc.sg.n

m’
me.acc

aneírai
ask.pres.2sg

ēdè
and

metallâis
inquire.pres.2sg

‘This I will tell you,what you ask and inquire after fromme’ (Hom.Od.7.262)
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(11) cui
rel.dat.sg.m

testimonium
testimony.nom.sg.n

defuerit,
be-absent.futpf.3sg,

is
dem.nom.sg.m

tertiis
third.abl.pl.m

diebus
dat.abl.pl.m

ob
to

portum
door.acc.sg.m

obvagulatum
demand.sup

ito
go.impv.3sg

‘Who(ever) lacks testimony, let him go to the door (of the witness) every third day to demand it’
. (Twelve Tables II.3)

(12) daimóni’
sir

ouk
neg

án
mod

tís
indef.nom.sg.m

toi
you.dat.sg

anḕr
man.nom.sg.m

hòs
rel.nom.sg.m

enaísmos
well-minded.nom.sg.m

eíē
be.pres.opt.3sg

érgon
deed.acc.sg.n

atimḗseie
dishonour.aor.opt.3sg

mákhēs
battle.gen.sg.f

‘Sir, no manwhowas in his right mind would fail to honour your work in battle’ (Hom.Il.6.521–2)
(13) avardhan

increase.impf.3pl
vā́jāḥ
Vaja.nom.pl.m

utá
and

yé
rel.nom.pl.m

cit
indef

átra
there

‘The Vajas andwhoever (else was) there strengthened (you)’ (RV 10.73.3)
(14) yáḥ

rel.nom.sg.m
tvā́m
you.acc.sg

agne
agni.voc.sg

havíṣpatiḥ
offering-master.nom.sg.m

dūtám
messenger.acc.sg.m

deva
god.voc.sg

sparyáti
worship.pres.3sg

tásya
dem.gen.sg.m

sma
always

prāvitā́
protector.nom.sg.m

bhava
be.impv.2sg

‘The master of the offerings who worships you the messenger, O divine Agni, of him be always the
protector’ (RV 1.12.8)

(15) nu
conn

DUMU-an
child.acc.sg.c

kuin
rel.acc.sg.c

h
˘
ukkiškemi

conjure-spells.pres.1sg
n=an=kan
conn=him.acc=loc

ŠUM=ŠU
name

tēmi
say.pres.1sg
‘The childwhom I am casting a spell over, him I say the name. (KUB 7.1 i 7)

(16) paprizzi
sully.pres.3sg

kuiš
rel.nom.sg.c

3
3

GÌN KUBBABAR
half-shekels-of-silver

pāi
give.pres.3sg

‘The onewho sullies gives three shekels of silver’ (KBo 6.2 I 56ff.)

3.2 On the location of the head noun
• A feature of CCs is that there are two positions in which the head noun may occur: in the RC (HNRC) or
in the MC (HNMC). It is possible, under certain grammatical conditions, for both to surface (cf. ex. 8)

• Hock (1989) noted that in Sanskrit, regardless of RC-MC vs. MC-RC word order, the head noun is most
likely to occur in the left-most clause. Hoffner &Melchert (2008) note that in Hittite (which is strictly
RC-MC in correlative clauses) the head noun always occurs in the RC. I unify these behaviours under
the leftmost head noun restriction (lhnr) for PIE (to be discussed)

3.3 What does this mean for Proto-Indo-European?
A popular hypothesis: PIE had only correlative clauses (Haudry, 1973; Hock, 1989; Kiparsky, 1995). The correla-
tive RC was a CP that adjoined to the MC at the CP level (witness Hittite and Sanskrit left peripheries):
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(17)
XP

*dem...

CPMatrix

*rel...

CPRelative

Somehow this developed into an embedded (i.e., DP-adjoined) relative clause:
• Perhaps by a reanalysis of an original indefinite pronoun *kwi- as a relative (“Someone lacks testimony.
He should demand it” –> “Whoever lacks testimony, (he) should demand it”)

• Perhaps by a reanalysis of an original anaphoric pronoun *yó- (“I will send forth your child.He is among
us” –> “I will send forth your childwho is among us”)

– I reject these claims because I believe PIE had a single relative pronoun *rel (Ram-Prasad, fthc.)

• Perhaps by optional deletion of the correlative pronoun (for whatever reason) being grammaticalised

– But how?

Alternatively: PIE had ‘embedded’ (i.e., DP-level, non-correlative) RCs (Probert, 2006); witness the fact that
in Old Hittite, where ‘correlatives’ lack overt resumption (cf. ex. 16), they lack evidence for a left periphery
intervening between RC and MC.

4 Minimalist reconstruction
There have beenmany attempts at syntactic reconstruction, with varying degrees of success. Broad theoretical
approaches include:2

• Typological approaches: Lehmann (1974), Friedrich (1975), Miller (1975) etc.

• Pattern-based approaches: Harris & Campbell (1995), Harris (2008)

• Construction-based approaches: Barðdal et al. (2013), Vázquez-González & Barðdal (2019) etc.

• Minimalist approaches: Willis (2011), Walkden (2014), Windhearn (2020) etc.

– NB within Minimalism, there is a distinction between parameter-dominant approaches such as
Roberts (2007), Roberts et al. (fthc.), and item-based approaches, such asWillis (2011) andWalkden
(2013)

The approach I adopt isMinimalist reconstruction (Ram-Prasad, fthc.). The basic methodology ofMinimalist
reconstruction, as summarised by Pires&Thomason (2008: 45), is as follows. Syntactic reconstruction requires
three sets of hypotheses:

(i) hypotheses about the properties of themental grammars that could generate the outputs possible in the daughter
languages;

(ii) hypotheses about the properties of the mental grammars that could have been internalized by speakers of the
ancestral language (the grammar of the proto-language);

(iii) hypotheses about how the different grammars of the daughter languages could have developed from the exposure
of earlier generations to the output of the proposed ancestral grammar. [i.e., reanalyses]

2For critical discussion of these different approaches, see, e.g. Lightfoot (2002), Clackson (2017), Gildea et al. (2020).
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Proto-Grammar Descendant Grammar(s)

Proto-Output Descendant Output(s)

Reana
lysis Actualisation

Figure 3: The Z-model of reconstruction (adapted fromWillis, 2011: 417).

5 The proposal
I propose the following analysis of correlative clauses in PIE, which is broadly continued in the eIE languages.

• Correlative RCs are (initially) CPs, per deVries (2002). Cinque’s (2020) criticisms of theCP-hypothesis do
not apply to eIE languages (though theymay be genuine rebuttal to de Vries’ apparent claim to universal
CP-status)

• Correlative RCs adjoin to theMC at the CP level, per Hock (1989) and Kiparsky (1995). This is confirmed
by the data from Sanskrit and Hittite, where the left periphery is most visible (cf. ex. 15) + the possibility
of conditional semantics, which suggests CP-adjunction (Arsenijević, 2009)

• The RC could adjoin to either the left or the right of the MC

• lhnr: whether RC-MC or MC-RC, the head noun was spelt out in the leftmost clause

• PIEhada relativepronoun (*rel)whichhada grammatical(ised) requirement that it be co-indexedwith
a DP in the MC—this could be either a full DP/NP or a correlative pronoun (external reference)

(18) RC-MC order:
XP

*dem (...) HNMC (...)

CPMatrix

*rel (...) HNRC (...)

CPRelative

(19) MC-RC order:
XP

*rel (...) HNRC (...)

CPRelative

(*dem) (...) HNMC (...)

CPMatrix

• What is the formalmechanism for lhnr?Deletion-under-identity. According to Citko (2001), deletion-
under-identity (i.e., matching):

– Operates at PF, does not see grammatical structure
– Requires ‘less strict’ identity than movement, e.g. there can be case disagreement
– Can be partial, and/or lead to replacement
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• Deletion-under-identity is quite a generic process,whichpops up elsewhere in the grammar (VP-ellipsis,
anaphora etc.)

Figure 4: Types of deletion (Allerton, 1975: 221).

• Is the deletion optional?

(20) ná sīm ádeva āpad íṣaṁ dīrghāyo mártyaḥ |
étagvā cid yá étaśā yuyójate hárī índro yuyójate ||
táṁ vo mahó mahā́yyam índraṁ dānā́ya sakṣánim |
yó gādhéṣu yá ā́raṇeṣu hávyo vā́jeṣv ásti hávyaḥ ||

‘A godless mortal certainly does not receive refreshment, O long-lived one.
The Indra who has yoked the duo of dazzlingly dappled horses, has yoked the two tawney ones—
(Call upon) that Indra, mighty and to be made mightier, to give you greatness,
who at the fords, who in the depths is to be called upon, (and) is to be called upon in the wars’
. (RV 8.70.7–8)

6 The consequences
• If correlative clauses exhibit some formofdeletion-under-identity, operating left-to-right, then two struc-
tures that look very different on the surface (exx. 18–19) are generated by the same mechanism

• In MC-RC word order, HNMC is retained and satisfies [exref] on *rel, such that the correlative *dem is
superfluous

• There is a structural ambiguity, especially if HNMC happens to occur at the end of MC, immediately
preceding the relative clause (see Hettrich, 1988: 541ff.; Davison, 2009 for Sanskrit; Probert, 2015: 425ff.
for Ancient Greek)3

(21) ná
neg

mṛṣ́ā
in-vain

śrāntám
exertion.nom.sg.n

yád
rel.acc.sg.n

ávanti
favour.pres.3pl

devā́ḥ
god.nom.pl.m

‘Not in vain (is) the exertionwhich the gods favour’ (RV 1.179.3)
3NB Probert’s analysis is quite different: rather than seeing this as an ambiguity between a ‘correlative’ clause vs. an embedded

relative, she sees the ambiguity as between a free relative in apposition with the head noun vs. an embedded relative.
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(22) nûn
now

d’
prt

állous
other.acc.pl.m

mèn
prt

pántas
all.acc.pl.m

horô
see.pres.1sg

helíkōpas
quick-eyed.acc.pl.m

Akhaioús
Achaean.acc.pl.m

/

hoús
rel.acc.pl.m

ken
mod

éü
well

gnoíēn
know.aor.opt.1sg

kaí
and

t’
the.acc.sg.n

oúnoma
name.acc.sg.n

muthēsaímēn
speak.aor.opt.1sg

‘Now I see all the other lively-eyed Achaeanswhom I could recognise and name’ (Hom.Il.3.234–6)

(23) ‘Matching’ Correlative Clause

XP

CPRelative

C′

(...)

IPC

DP

HNRC

NPD0

*rel

(...) HNMC

CPMatrix

(24) Matching Postnominal (Embedded) Relative Clause

CPMatrix

...

DP

NP

CPRelative

C′

(...)

IPC

DP

HNRC

NPD0

*rel

HNMC

NP

D0

(*dem)

• What does this mean for PIE?

– To get from the CC to the embedded postnominal RC, only one reanalysis is required: the RC ad-
joins to the DP, rather than the CP

– Deletion-under-identity is already part of the correlative structure, possibly emerging from prag-
matic conditions, but crystallised as a grammatically obligatory process in postnominal RCs

– PIE externally-headed postnominal RCs could have arisen via this pathway (what about free rela-
tives?)

• What does this mean for the syntax of correlative clauses?

– Deletion-under-identity may be at play in a non-trivial way
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– In languages with rigid RC-CC word order (e.g., Hittite), the fact the head noun strictly surfaces in
RC may be epiphenomenal

* Furthermore, in languages where preposed correlatives alternate with post- and/or extra-
posed RCs, the two may receive a unified analysis (contra de Vries, 2002) without positing
correlatives as left-dislocated DPs (contra Cinque, 2020).Does this work for languages with
locality constraints in correlatives?

7 Concluding questions
• How can we test for deletion-under-identity in correlative clauses?

• Howmight deletion-under-identity interact with reconstruction effects in, e.g., Hindi?

• How plausible is the reanalysis of CP-adjoined RCs to DP-adjoined RCs?

• How does the feature-specification of the relative pronoun interact with this reanalysis?

• How does optional deletion become obligatory?

• How do free relatives factor into this diachronic analysis?

• How does the HRA factor into this diachronic analysis?
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